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Prompt and delayedg rays originating from the neutron deficient nucleus183Tl have been observed using
the recoil-decay tagging and recoil gating techniques. The band-head energy of the prolatep i 13/2 yrast band
has been determined. The yrast structure has also been confirmed up to the (33/21) state. In addition, a
candidate for the (11/22) level based on thep(h11/2)

21 configuration has been observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The even-even light mercury and lead nuclei withA
<190 provide textbook examples of the shape coexiste
phenomenon@1#. In both elements the intruding deforme
states~prolate! minimize their energies near the neutron m
shell atN5103 @2,3#. The origin of these deformed states
the Hg and Pb nuclei are proton multi-particle-hole exci
tions across theZ582 shell @4#. Additional stabilization of
the deformed shape near the midshell is obtained from
occupation of low-V i 13/2 neutron orbitals.

In odd-mass Tl (Z581) isotopes, 1p-2h intruder states
and shape coexistence were discovered through the obs
tion of low-lying 9/22 isomeric states@5#. The structure of
these isomeric states was confirmed later in an in-beam s
troscopy measurement, where a band of high-spin states
observed to be built on the 9/22 isomer in 199Tl. This was
suggested to be due to the odd proton occupying theh9/2

intruder orbital giving rise to an oblate shape@6#. Indeed,
subsequent laser spectroscopic work for neighboring o
mass Tl isotopes established a negative quadrupole mo
for the 9/22 isomeric state consistent with an oblate sha
@7#. Later, rotational bands associated with both obl
(ph9/2,p i 13/2) and prolate (ph9/2,p i 13/2,p f 7/2) structures
have been observed in lighter isotopes, see e.g., Ref.@8#. The
band head of the (1p-2h) oblate ph9/2 intruder band has
been observed to lie lowest in energy nearN5108. In con-
trast, the band head of the prolate intruder band based on
p i 13/2 structure has been predicted to continue to decreas
excitation energy as the neutron number decreases be
the neutron midshell point. This prolate structure is presu
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ably formed by coupling the oddi 13/2 proton to the prolate
Hg core of the 4p-6h structure@8#.

Recently, a rotational-like yrast cascade was establis
in 183Tl and associated with the prolatep i 13/2 structure@10#.
However, a linkingg-ray transition from the yrast ban
down to a lower-lying oblate deformed structure was n
observed. Thus, the band-head energy of the yrast band
mained uncertain@only upper limit estimate forE(13/21) is
given in Ref.@10##. In the present work we have carried o
a g-ray spectroscopy study of183Tl to determine the band
head energy of this band. Prompt and delayedg rays from
183Tl were resolved from those arising from the domina
background of fission and other reaction products using
recoil-decay tagging~RDT! @11,12# and recoil gating tech-
niques.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was carried out at the Accelerator La
ratory of the University of Jyva¨skylä. Excited states of183Tl
were populated via the144Sm(42Ca,1p2n) fusion evaporation
channel. The42Ca beam was delivered at an energy of 2
MeV by the JYFL cyclotron. The target consisting of
500 mg/cm2 self-supporting metallic144Sm foil of 92.4%
enrichment was used for the first 30 h. For the remain
120 h, the target was changed to two stacked 500mg/cm2

foils. Promptg rays were detected by the Jurosphere II ar
consisting of seven TESSA-type@13#, five Nordball@14#, and
15 Eurogam Phase I@15# Compton suppressed Ge detecto
At the focal plane, three Nordball and two TESSA-typ
escape-suppressed Ge detectors placed around the Si de
were used to detect delayedg rays. The total photopeak ef
ficiencies of the arrays for 1.3-MeVg rays were about 1.7%
and 0.8%, respectively.

The gas-filled recoil separator RITU~Recoil Ion Trans-
port Unit! @16# was used to separate fusion-evaporation re
dues from the unwanted nuclei such as the primary beam
fission products. RITU is a charge and velocity focusi
magnetic device, designed for collecting recoiling fusio
evaporation residues with high efficiency. Separated fusi
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evaporation residues were implanted into a 80 mm~horizon-
tal! 335 mm~vertical! Si strip detector covering about 70%
of the recoil distribution at the focal plane. The Si detec
was also used to detect the subsequenta decay of the im-
planted recoils. Approximately 50% of thea particles emit-
ted by the recoils were detected with full energy. To pur
a-decay events, hits of the Si detector by high energy s
tered particles were vetoed by using an additional multiw
proportional avalanche counter~MWPAC! installed 110 mm
upstream from the Si detector.

Signals from the Si strip detector for the energy, positi
and the detection time of the recoils anda particles were
recorded, as well as theg-ray energies and the detectio
times from the Ge detectors both at the target position an
the focal plane. The data were recorded if an event in th
detector was observed.

III. RESULTS

Although the totala-decay branch of the 9/22 level in
183Tl is small (b;1.5% @17#, t1/2560 ms @18#!, the RDT
analysis was carried out. The 6.343 (I'84%) and 6.378
MeV (I'16%) @18# a particles and a searching time of 18
ms were used in the tagging procedure. Only thea-decay
events under the further condition that the MWPAC did n
fire simultaneously with the detection of thea particle were
accepted. In Fig. 1 the energy spectra of recoil-ga
a-tagged delayed~a! and prompt~b! g rays are shown. The
energies of the prompt 160.1, 260.1, 355.0, 439.4, and 5
keV peaks as well as their ordering according to coincide
relationships and relative intensities~Table I! are in accor-
dance with the band observed in the recent recoil-mass
lectedg-ray spectroscopic measurement@10#. To document
the coincidence relationships, a sample of recoil- andg-ray
gated spectra is shown in Fig. 1~c! ~160.1 keV gating transi-
tion!.

The intensity ratio ofg rays observed by the Ge detecto
at 134° and 158° to those observed by the 79° and 101°
detectors for the knownE2 transitions in 182Hg and the
160.1 and 439.4 keV transitions in183Tl were extracted from
the recoil-gated spectra. It was not possible to determine
ratios of the other transitions in183Tl due to the strong over
lapping 182Hg g-ray energy peaks. The ratios for the 160
and 439.4 keV transitions are consistent within error b
with those of the182Hg E2 transitions, thus confirming thei
E2 character. Since these transitions form a high-spin y
band, it is most likely that all band memebers are ofE2
character. Indeed, the band in183Tl resembles the rotation
like E2 cascades based on ani 13/2 state reported for the
heavier odd-mass isotopes@8#. In agreement with Ref.@10#,
the 160-keVg ray is viewed as the lowest-lying member
the yrast cascade. Consequently, the yrast band in183Tl is
populated down to the presumed 13/21 band head unlike in
the heavier isotopes.

The delayedg-ray spectrum observed at the focal plane
RITU @Fig. 1~a!# shows two clear peaks of 277 and 347 ke
in addition to the Tl x rays. A recoil-gatedg-g matrix was
constructed to study coincidence relationships betw
prompt and delayedg rays. When gating on the stronge
04430
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delayed transition of 347 keV the energy spectrum of prom
g rays shown in Fig. 1~d! is obtained. In that spectrum all th
above-mentioned transitions of the yrast band are seen.
347 keV transition is likely to be anM2 linking transition
from the tentatively assigned 13/21 isomeric state to the
9/22 state, as pointed out later in this paper.

The prompt 160.1, 260.1, 355.0, and 439.4 keV tran
tions of the yrast band in183Tl are also seen when gating o
the delayed 277 keV transition. This indicates that the 2
keV transition also proceeds in the de-excitation of the p
sumed (13/21) isomeric state. In the lowest part of Fig. 1 a
energy spectrum of delayedg rays in coincidence with the
277 keV transition is shown. There is one peak in the sp
trum at the energy of 69 keV. This 69-keVg-ray energy peak
is also visible on the low-energy side of the Tl x rays in F
1~a!. However, in Fig. 1~e! there is no sign of Tl x rays of
72.9, 70.8, and 82.6 keV although low-energy transitions
usually highly converted. The binding energy of theK elec-
tron in Tl nuclei is 85.5 keV and thus, only theL x rays
accompanying the conversion electrons are seen in the
of the 69 keV transition. It is not possible to detect su
low-energy x rays using theg-detector array placed at th
focal plane. Therefore, no x rays are observed in coincide

FIG. 1. Energy spectra of~a! delayed and~b! prompt g-rays
generated by gating with recoils and tagging with183Tl a decays.
Energy spectra of promptg rays obtained by gating on~c! the
prompt 160-keVg-ray transition and~d! the delayed 347-keVg-ray
transition.~e! Spectrum showing theg rays observed at the foca
plane in coincidence with the 277 keV transition.
8-2
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TABLE I. g-ray transitions in183Tl.

Eg ~keV! I g (%)a 11aT I i
p I f

p Multipolarity

Promptg rays observed in the target position
160.1~3! 83~9! 1.92 17/21 13/21 E2
254.1~5! 27~7!

260.1~3! 100~10! 1.17 21/21 17/21 E2
355.0~3! 91~10! 1.07 25/21 21/21 E2
439.4~5! 51~9! 1.04 29/21 25/21 E2
467.5~5! 49~9!

514.6~5! 47~9! 1.03 33/21 29/21 E2
Delayedg rays observed in the RITU focal plane
69.3~5! 23~9! 1.24 13/21 11/22 E1
277.4~5! 10~4! 1.51 11/22 9/22 M1
346.8~3! 89~10! 1.95 13/21 9/22 M2

aThe intensities are normalized to the strongest~260 keV! g transition.
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with 277 keV transition. If we assumeE1 andM1 character
for the 69 and 277 keV transitions, respectively, and take
account electron conversion, the intensities of these tra
tions in thea-tagged spectrum of the delayedg rays are
equal within the errors~see Table I!. This fact together with
the fast coincidence relationship and energy sum informa
supports the assumption that the 69 keV and 277 keV t
sitions are from the (13/21)→(11/22)→(9/22) cascade.

The half-life of the isomeric state has been determined
fitting a decay curve to the spectrum of the time differen
between the implantation of a recoil and the detection o
347-keVg ray in the Ge detectors at the RITU focal pla
~Fig. 2!. The extracted half-life oft1/251.48(10) ms corre-
sponds to a transition strength ofB(M2)50.057(10) W.u.
calculated by taking into account the 347-keVg-ray transi-
tion portion of about 44% of the total de-excitation of th
972 keV level in183Tl. The transition is hindered by a facto
of about 18 compared with the single-particle Weisskopf
timate. In 195Bi and 197At nuclei the 13/21→9/22 transitions
have been observed to have hindrance factors of the s
order of magnitude (;20 and;45, respectively! @19#. The

FIG. 2. Spectrum of the time difference between the implan
tion of a recoil and the detection of a 347-keVg ray in the Ge
detectors at the RITU focal plane.
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deduced transition strength strongly supports the assump
that the 347 keV transition in the183Tl is the M2 linking
transition from the (13/21) yrast band down to a lower-lying
oblate deformed 9/22 level. The half-life of t1/2
51.3(4) ms determined from the time difference betwe
the implantation of a recoil and the detection of a 69-keVg
ray is within errors consistent with the value obtained abo
by using the 347 keV transition. AssumingM2 andM1 mul-
tipolarities for the 347 and 277 keV transitions the internaK
conversion coefficients for these transitions are about 0.7
0.4, respectively. The number of observed Tl x rays in
recoil-gateda-tagged spectrum of delayedg rays are consis-
tent with these coefficients within the error bars.

The deduced level scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The en
gies of the 1/21, 3/21, and 9/22 levels have been deter
mined in ana-decay study discussed in Ref.@17#. The oblate
13/21 level in 183Tl has not been identified. The 254 and 46
keV transitions are assigned to183Tl. Due to the limited sta-

-
FIG. 3. Level scheme of183Tl. The energies of the 1/21, 3/21,

and 9/22 levels are taken from Ref.@17#.
8-3
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FIG. 4. Comparison of experi-
mentally obtained band-head ene
gies of ~a! odd-mass Tl isotopes
~b! oblate and prolate deforme
bands in Au, Hg, Tl, and Pb iso
topes. The data are taken from
Refs. @3,8–10,17,20–22,24,26–
30# and the present work.
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tistics, nog-g coincidence information was available to co
firm the placements of these transitions. The 467 keV tra
tion is a good candidate for the 11/22→9/22 transition seen
in the heavier odd-mass Tl isotopes as the strongest tra
tion feeding the oblate isomeric state.

IV. INTERPRETATION

The systematic behavior of observed and extrapola
band-head energies in odd-mass Tl isotopes with 96<N
<120 is plotted in Fig. 4~a! @8–10,17,20–22,26,27,29#. The
two lowest levels of most of these isotopes are the 11

~filled circles! and 3/21 ~open circles! levels based on the
ps1/2 and p(d3/2)

21 configurations, respectively. Near th
neutron numberN5108 the 9/22 level ~filled triangles!, the
band head of the (1p-2h) oblateph9/2 intruder band, comes
steeply down in energy and it even becomes the second
est excited level in Tl isotopes withN5108 and 110. Both
the 9/22 and 11/22 levels of this oblateph9/2 band are plot-
ted. The 1092 keV level, tentatively assigned to 11/22 in the
present work, has been added to the plot. It follows nic
the systematic trend of the 11/22 members of the oblate
band.

The band-head energies of the presumed oblate and
late p i 13/2 intruder bands are marked with open and fill
squares, respectively. The prolate band heads for1852189Tl
represent extrapolated values based on variable mome
inertia~VMI ! fits of thep i 13/2 band and they have been take
from Refs. @8,10#. The band head of183Tl has been deter
mined in the present work. The unperturbed band head
183Tl has also been extrapolated using similar VMI fit as
Refs. @8,12#. The value of 975 keV was obtained using t
VMI parametersC52.983106 keV3 andI50.0278 keV21.
The extrapolated band-head energy does not significa
differ from the measured value. Thus, the band heads of
oblate and prolatep i 13/2 bands in 183Tl are not mixed al-
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though they are expected to lie close in energy.
In 1932201Tl the 11/22 level ~asterisks! based on the

p(h11/2)
21 structure can be seen at the energy of about 1

keV ~see@20# and references therein!. This p(h11/2)
21 struc-

ture is, supposedly, formed when ah11/2 proton hole is
weakly coupled to the spherical Pb core. In187Tl a 11/22

band head tentatively assigned to a weakly prolate-deform
p(h11/2)

21 band has been observed to lie at the energy
952 keV@8#. In addition, the high-spin isomer in177,179Tl has
been associated with thep(h11/2)

21 configuration rather than
the p(h9/2)

1 configuration seen in the heavier isotop
@21,22#. The lowering in the excitation energy of the 11/22

states as a function of neutron number can be explained
assuming that the odd proton is coupled to the prolate
core instead of the spherical one. The systematic behavio
the 11/22 levels supports the assumption that the 902 k
level, tentatively assigned in the present work, is the hea
the p(h11/2)

21 band.
In Fig. 4~b! the experimentally obtained band-head en

gies of the oblateph9/2 and prolatep i 13/2 bands are plotted
together with the energies of the excited 01 states in Hg and
Pb isotopes. The observed 01 states in Pb isotopes based o
the oblate structure have been marked with open triang
The band-head energies of the oblateph9/2 bands in the Tl
nuclei with 108<N<114 are approximately half of the ex
citation energies of the oblate 01 states in the correspondin
Pb isotones. This is in accordance with the theoretical p
dictions @23#. The unperturbed energies of the excited 01

states (Eu) in Hg and Pb nuclei assumed to have the prol
shape are marked with open squares and asterisks, re
tively. They have been obtained from a fit of the formu
E(I )5AI(I 11)1BI2(I 11)21Eu(0) to the known states
of energiesE(I ) assumed to be unmixed members of t
prolate band. Near theN5103 the prolate intruder band
both in Hg and Pb nuclei reach their minimum energies. A
function of the neutron number, the band-head energy of
prolatep i 13/2 band in Tl isotopes withN<108 follows the
8-4
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trend seen in the corresponding Hg isotones. Therefore
assuming the 4p-6h configuration for the prolate bands i
the Hg nuclei@8,4#, the prolatei 13/2 bands in the Tl nuclei are
likely to be based on the 5p-6h structure. In the Tl nuclei the
singlei 13/2 proton seems to act as a spectator without distu
ing the prolate structure of the Hg core. Thus, the occupa
probability of the i 13/2 prolate orbits is small in the wav
function of the prolate minimum of the core as already no
in Ref. @8,25#.

It is not clear whether, unlike in the neighboring Hg a
Pb nuclei, the band head of thep i 13/2 prolate band in odd-
mass Tl isotopes continues to drop in excitation energy w
going towards the more neutron-deficient side. In the o
mass Au isotopes thep i 13/2 prolate band@filled diamonds in
Fig. 4~b!# does not seem to reach the minimum energy ab
N5100 although the calculations@24# predict that the energy
of this configuration should lie lowest atN5102. As shown
in Fig. 4~b!, the drop in excitation energy is steeper for t
Au nuclei than for the Tl nuclei. In Ref.@8# the prolate states
in odd-mass Tl isotopes are predicted to continue to dro
energy when passing the midshell, while the calculatio
presented in Refs.@25# show a rise in excitation energy a
N5104. In this respect, it would be of interest to probe t
level structure of the181Tl isotope.
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V. SUMMARY

In the present work the band-head energy of the pro
p i 13/2 yrast band in183Tl has been determined. The yra
sequence has also been confirmed up to the (33/21) state
using the RDT technique. In addition, a candidate for
(11/22) level based on thep(h11/2)

21 configuration has
been observed. The obtained results support the assum
that the prolate band is based on a 5p-6h structure formed
by coupling the oddi 13/2 proton to the prolate (4p-6h) Hg
core. However, the question whether the band head of
p i 13/2 band in odd-mass Tl isotopes continues to drop
excitation energy beyond the neutron midshell remains op
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